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ECONOHIC VALill~ TN com.:-r.:;RCIAL BDUCA'~'ION 
The present organi zati on of commercial education 
in United States has evolved in much the same manner that 
general education has widene d and become more nearly suit-
ed to the nAeds of the social and economic life of the 
community. The change a nd development have been gradual 
in commercial branches just as in the vocat ional, manual 
arts , and the newer scientific branches. 
'T'he first resnonse to business requirements 
may be found in the study of bookkeeping; this subject 
was included in the course of stud:i in many of t he low-
er high schools as early as 1823 . On August 2, 1822, 
a cormnittee of t he New York Society was anpointed to 
consider and report , "on the propriety of instructing some 
of the oldest, most orderly , and meritorious of our 
scholors in some of the higher branches of an ':!:ngl ish Edu-
cation, say Granunar, Geogra.phy, History, Mathema tics, etc. rr 
This was done and among the subjects included in the 
curriculum we find bookkeeping. (1 ) In New York, The First 
Annual Report of the Hi gh School Society contained book-
keeping as one of the subjects to be in the high school 
established in 1825. Apparently t h is subject was the first 
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one of the business subjects introduced . In 182'7 the 
Massachusetts Law required a high school in every town of 
(500) five-hundred families or over, and that among other 
subjects bookkeeping must be taught • 
The early records in Bos ton show that in many 
cases the pupils took advantage of the opportunities 
offered for t he study of bookkee ping. Thus we find that 
in the Hanco ck School established in 1822, fifty-one 
study bookkeeping , in the 'Jells School, established in 
1833, thir ty-five study algebra and bookkeeping. In 
Providence, Rhod e Island, t he evolution can be best pre-
sented by t he use of a tabular statement taken from the 
courses of study adopted, which shows the following: (2) 
11Tri ting Schools ( '7-) 
Reading 
Spelling 
'\fri ting 
Ar ithmetic 
Grammar 
Geography 
Bookkeeping 
Epistolary 
Composition 
This is the first record that we find of bookkeeping in 
the schools of Rhode Is land. 
The f irst high school i n t he United States es-
tablished in Bos ton included bookkeepi ng in t he c our•se of 
study. ~he ~nglish Classical School was establ ishe d by a 
vote of the t ovm in 1820 , expressly for the nurpose of 
• 
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affording to lads intending to be come merchants or me-
chanics, better means of instruction than were provided 
s.t any of the public schools. The course of study pro-
vided, ~~~ for the second and third year em~s, 1 1 
Geometry, .~lgebra , "Prigonometry and its applications, 
I'' 
Bookkeeping by double entrv, various branches of Natural 
Philosophy , etc.'' {3) '!'his school later was known as 
the English High School, but the s chool committee restore~ 
e4 the original name March 13, H332®• ~a in in lf333 the 
name Engli sh High School was formally adopted. This 
school has been in continuous ··existence since that time. (4) 
Thus we find the beginnings of our present day instruction 
in the comrr.ercia1 branches; gradually the courses offered 
in conunerc ia.l work were included in the curriculum of the 
schools of the day . 
In the early davs commerce was conducted in a 
simple manner, proper management consisted in merely keep-
ing the so-c alled single entrv ~ooks recording the amounts 
due to creditors and from debtors; complex business rela-
tions had not developed and the teaching of bookkeening 
formed the tra.in :tng needed by the nunils st that time. 
With the growth of corrununities and husiness, a 
new need was felt for a more comprehensive instruction i n 
subjects pertaining t,o cormnerce. New subjects were added 
to the list. Penmanship, business l aw , and a study of the 
• 
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his torv of commerce were included in the high schools. 
This general :tntroduction of new subjects in the high 
schools began about 1880; the course was extended from 
two to four years, the system of options and elective 
studies featured and a number of narallel four "'rear 
courses offered. It was at this time that business sub-
jects were grouped and offered as a commercial course. 
The time had not yet arrived when the establishment of 
senarate schools of commerce was deemed advisable. The 
general high school offered the course as a distinct 
unit just as manual arts , household arts, and other 
courses of the newer conception were added. (5) 
At the outset the older masters did not look 
with any great fa ~Tor upon this new work; they were 
thoroughly in accord with the older classical studies in 
preparation for colle~e entrance examinations. The 
students in most cases had only the most remote possi-
bility of ever entering college; many of these nupils 
would not complete the full four years of study, and 
those who were obliged to leave bad not received the 
training tha t would have helped them in the business 
world . Parents and pupils alike recognized this fact 
and their insistent demands for a more practical edu-
cation led to the inclusion of corrunercial work in the 
schools. 
• 
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Thes e commercial courses were attended so 
largely that it soon became necessary to give consider-
ation to the establishment of schools de~roted exclusive-
ly to comraerce and industry. This plan is of comparatively 
recent origin. In 1905 we find that the School Committee 
for the City of Boston invest1gated the School of Commerce 
located in New York City for the uurpose of learnJng of the 
advisabi lity of creating a like high school in Boston. 
The course was examined and the advantages of the plan con-
sidered. ~he report was favorable and Boston organized 
the present High School of Commerce as a result of the 
study . (6) This school is devoted exclusively to the 
s t udy of commercial subjects. 
This type of high school became very popular 
about 1900, and we find tha t a number of the larger 
commercial cities of the country organized such exclusive-
ly business subject schools. Among these cities are 
Cleveland, San Francisco, Newark, Springfield, Ill., New 
York ~ity and De troit , Michigan. (7) 
Prior to this period the only real tyue of 
c ommerci a l educa tion available was that offered by t he 
private business schools . ~he leaders of this movement 
were quick t o see the possibilities of comffiercial train-
41 ing in a profitable light, and their schools were well -
filled. In the words of the late Frank v. Thompson, 
• 
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Su:Jerintendent of ~3chools for Roston, "they waxed fat,rr 
either bece.u se the educational authori ties of the day 
would not offer the training in the high schools or be-
cause they were ignorant of its 11alue. (8) These same 
schools are in operation to-day. The training is highly 
specialized and is organized on the plan of American 
Business Colleges. To-day some of t he largest Uni \rersi tie s 
in the United States have established Schools of Commerce, 
Colleges of Business AdmJ.nistration, and in some cases 
these studies have been placed upon a graduate basis. The 
School of Business Administration of Harvard University 
is a graduate school. At Boston University we have the 
College of Business Administration , University of Pennsyl -
vania , the '"'~'barton School of Finance and Economy, and at 
the Universitv of Chicago, the ~ ollege of Cownerce and 
Admini~tration. 
The dev'3lopment was painstaking , from the 
meagre attempts at the outset leading to the present 
highly organized Drograms throughout the country. In 
our smaller school con~unities this plan of commercial 
education has been effected through consolidation with 
nearby towns. A central high school is established or 
selected in one of the towns and the surrounding towns 
send the pupils to this school. The expense for each 
town is governed by the number of pupils sent by the 
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town. 'i'here are now very few high schools in which 
conunercial courses are not offered. The changes in 
methcxls of instruction and subject-matter have im-
proved the work immensely. Some very comprehensive sur-
veys in educational progress have shown these improvements 
in striking fashion. (9) 
A consideration of conunercial education in the 
sense of defining the term involves many factors. There 
is much uncertainty and not a little actual misconception 
concerning the aims, scone, and methods of educations for 
commerc ial life in the minds of business men and teachers 
alike. (10) The obJect of the High School of ::: onunerce in 
the City of Boston is to gi'Je the boys a sound prepara tion 
for commercial life. It is well to view these points in 
the light of the entire course, to ask ou r s eJ.ves where 
bus:iness education in the secondary school leads and l,'IJ'hat 
it is designed to accomplish. The obvious answer to such 
inquiry is that business education is to prepare for busi-
ness. 
Education of any kind must assume certain obli-
gations, s.mong v•hich are i ncluded a development of high 
moral character, a training in citizenshiP, and an appreci-
ation of those things 1-.rhich make for a well-rounded life • 
To this end, instruction should be given in the social 
sciences. Such instruction sbou!d extend beyond the in-
• 
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troductory courses in civics and history a nd should em-
brace an examination and discus sion of the more pre ssing 
s ocial problems with wh ich the world is confron t ed . (11) 
Until recently many eminent peop~e, some of 
our greatest and most successfu l captains of industry 
included, have held , and with seemingl y strong arguments, 
that busines s is learned by engaging in business. They 
would ha.ve our h:t.gh school boys and girl s enter into the 
l arge offices of business in complete ignorance of the 
most insignificant detail of business procedure. Some 
of these men have had little or no formal education. They 
have for the mos t part supplemented their l a ck of education 
bv in t ens ive study in l ater year s . Because of these 
successes we must not draw the inference that specific 
training is unnecessary. These cases represent the ex-
ceptions ,_,for the greater number of our people preparat ion 
is a vita l necessity ; it is essentia l that learning either 
precede or go with the learning. 
The only economical me thod of doing this is to 
train i n schools of commerce that oresent and vork out 
actual everyday pr oblems in business life. ''!e have . then, 
the two-fold purpose of commercial education, - a 
thorough~going training in business fundamentals and 
social usefulness . Society is so constituted that e•Tery 
member of it, after he has passed his formative period, 
• 
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takes up a certain phase of its activity, which con-
stitutes his vocation. One of t he important needs of 
the individual is therefore preparation to Derform his 
vocational tasks efficiently, because they constitute 
the largest part of his wor~ in life. (12) 
'Ve shou ld seek to develop the individual to 
the utmost of his capacities, recognizing that all are 
not created equal in this respect. There are individua1; 
differences that must receive treatment distinct from 
that of others. Psychologists tell us that these differ-
ences do exist, but as ye t there is no absolute knowledge 
at hand explaining why such a condition should be found. 
For tJliS reason we have founded our trade schools, etc., 
to develop the students as their natural capabilities 
indicate; to educate the youth so that he may take his 
place and carry on in life as a useful member of society. 
The ancient idea that this purpose could be achieved only 
by study in the classical field has been largely abandoned. 
The classical studies do not meet the needs of the present 
generation. 'Ve have outgrmm that conception just as 
modern society has passed the stage of the horse-car and 
other relics of the nast. 
In the olden day s education was adapted to the 
needs of the time; the aim of education was the knowledge 
of God, the studies pursued carried on to this a im. Later 
the rights of t he state became paramount and education was 
• 
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altered to meet the change. In our days the ri;;hts of the 
people are considered and it becomes of prime imnor tance 
that educat ion be so organized tha t it is suited to the 
nresent need. The original adherence to .La tin and r;:a the-
matics for their value as disciplinary subjects has been 
f ound in modern education to be not entirely true . · This 
disc ipline necessary in education c an be attained bv the 
employment of other subjects that combine utilitarian as 
we ll as disciplinary value; economi-cs , bookkeeping, and 
ot her sub j ects provide this training and at t he s ame time 
answer the demand for practical instruction. La tin has 
utilitarian value for th ose c.rho concentrate in English. 
The h i gher branches of mathematics may be fol lowed by 
those wbo intend to enter the engineering field, and here 
mathematics becomes a utilitarian subject . Moreover , the 
belief that reasoning power in one subject leads t o rea-
soning no·wer in other subjects is valid only where th ose 
subjects are closely related . 
In commercial courses sufficient related sub-
j ec ts are present to provide the mental discipline in 
education and at the same time practical instruction is 
given. 'V'hen t h e advantages of t he study of mathematics 
for discipl ine may be secured in t he business subject of 
economins there is a sa,ring of time effected ·~ri thout any 
resultant los s in education . A cou ·c se in 8conomics should 
• 
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afford rigid ment~discipline in thinking in a straight 
line. (13) 
Let us now turn to a consideration of the 
business I'Tor ld and its needs as regards education. In a 
connnercial center it is obvious that conunercial training 
is essential for t he boys and girls of the communitv if 
they are to compete on equal terms in seeking employment. 
Tbev who have the better training will, other things 
being equal, receive the preference. Students leaving 
high school , almost without exception must seek employ-
ment in the inunediate locality, and where this is a 
commercial center education should prepare them for this 
entrance. It is not to be sus posed that the schools ar·e 
conducted to furnish the business world with good clerks 
and stenographers. This should be done onl·y where con -
ditions are such that it is advisable in preparing the 
student to meet this employment situation. In a strictly 
agricultural community the need for business training 
wou ld be of little value to t hose whose future must he in-
seuarablv connected vd th life on the farm~ that type of 
edueation best suited to farm life would be necessarv in 
this case. 
Business men throughout the country complain 
that students come to them from high schools without 
adequate training in business. This complaint has some 
• 
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justification when the school is in a commercial center. 
For certain functions of bustness, such as the clerical 
ones, business men exoect speci f ic training; and such 
training now constitutes the bulk of the business prepa-
ration given in the schools . (14) Unless we broaden this 
work much of the money spent by the c ommunity is being 
It be c omes necessary for otbGr suonl ementary 
work before the Rtudent can compete on equal terms. 
For commercial education t he vital necessity 
(15) is to know what are business needs and business demands . 
The school authorities must have the co- operat ion of the 
business interests to handle this problem effectively . In 
the United States there are uractical l y_no corM~ercial 
c-enters that are 'H i thout Chambers of Commerce or similar 
busineRs organizations . The men connected with these or-
ganizations should be in closer +.ouch ,,•rith the \'TOrk of the 
commercial school. Tb~?y are famili:::~r '.vi th the requirements 
of :tndustrv and they C!'ln aid the school in many i'!ays . There 
is some worl{ of thi s natu;·e being carried on bv the Boston 
Chamber of Commerce, and by the Amer ican Banlrers' 1\ss oc:t.ation .. 
The American Bankers' ~ssociation have also gi ~ren valuable 
assistance to the establishment of collegiate schools of 
commerce a.nd industry . (16) 
Due to the inadequacy of the commercial train:tr1g 
given in the high schools as revealed by the protests of 
industrial leaders, the parents added a further protest. 
• 
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l'ITany parents had been obliged to · send their sons 
and daughters to nrivate business schools for additional 
t r aining in con~ercial subjects. This method was cost-
ly to those parents. It was pointed out hy many that the 
public school should adapt itself t o the obvious nee ds 
o:f the community. As a result more a.ttention was given 
to the specific need and greater emphasis was nlaced 
upon vocational education. 
About t his time the beginnings of our nresent 
program s in vocat:i.onn.l guidance in the schools were made. 
In 1910, under the immediate direction of t he Boston 
Chamber of Connnerce , a commit tee met to consider the 
~uestion of vocational guidance in industry; welfare 
,Norkers composed this com:mi ttee and t hey were chiefly 
interested in adjusting boys and girls already i n in-
' dustry . The educational side of the question was not 
considered when the co~nittee ~as called. It so de-
veloped that among those present were tJo men interest-
ed in secondary education; the se men voiced the opinion 
that guidance should originate in t he school and not 
a fter the pupi ls had entered business. In 1912, the 
Teachers :;allege, Columbia University was the scene 
of a meeting called by educators to consider the question 
of vocational guidance in t he schools. This meeting re-
s ulted in the formation of t he National Association for 
Vocat iona l Guidance . 
• 
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To-day the scope of guidance has broaden-
ed to include not only ind:ustrial, but moral and 
social guidance . The true guidance progam is one \''hich 
helps the student to find his mvn best field of ser-
v:i.ce , guide him toward the best training for that ser-
vice, and help to place him in the ~·forld . "!e should 
not stop here~ the pupil should be assisted in his 
adjustment in the occupational world. This is the 
pol icy of the National Association for Vocational 
Guidance and is offered by t hem for high school pro-
grams . This plan represents the ideal s ituation in 
r4•J. guidance, many high schools follow 1:rh:i.-s ~ with the 
modifications necessary to mee t conditions as they exist 
in various sections of the country. There can be no 
doubt that guidance of some sort is needed bv the 
average student in our schools. To offer a high school 
program to pupils in the last yee.r of elementary work 
and exnect t hat they have sufficient intelligence to 
select the course best sui ted to t heir needs is e. fallacy. 
The pupil is too young to do any re al thinking on the 
problems of life; he has no experience that wi ll serve 
as a guide, and he is likely to choose a course of study 
that is entirely unsuited to his probable future. 
The very people who are in the best possible 
posit ion to help him have, until recent l y , neglected to 
do so. I refer to the school authorities. The pupil 
' 
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bas been under t heir observation and instruction for years; 
they know his abilities and capacities, t he very data that 
V-
:H;. needed to shape the proper course for him. The school 
is now giving this problem more attention; there is 
co-oneration between the schools and industry, the require-
ments of modern industry are made known t o the school 
boards and these facts are fitted into the course of study. 
Ovcltl(.f. itt.~ 1 
At the High School of r::: ommerce, Boston, Mass ., there is 
a plan in operation whereby the students are provided 
opportunity for practical experience through aiding the 
boy to secure work at the Chri.stmas season, during t .be 
sumrner vacation and at various other periods of t he ;:,rear . (1'7) 
This tvpe of co-operation is in'laluable in commercial edu-
cation; many pupils have not the most remote conception of 
bu siness 11hen they choose the course , and t,his practice 
opens to t hem a new field of information which could not 
be bad in any other way. 
Many persons interested in commercial education 
are now advocating the adoption of employment service with 
these schools. Such service is really a part of the 
guidance program and the schools have the same responsibility 
here that t hey have while the pupil is in school. If the 
commercial high school would conduct as one of their functions, 
comprehensive employment service there vwuld be established 
between them and private business enterprises a much closer 
• 
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degree of co-operation than that "Ihich now exists. (18) 
'Then we loo~ into the number of pupils who 
start the high school course and compare tbis number with 
those whose names appear in the graduation list the vital 
necessity of a system of selection is clear. Many drop 
ou t after the first year, many more after the second year, 
and so on to the time of graduation. It is the manifest 
obligation of the authorities to provide education and 
training in the schools that makes an attempt to meet 
these conditions. This can be done by arranging the 
course of study for each group so that something is learned 
for the time spent in school. Just how this applies to 
comrnercial education will be treated in a later section. 
Largely, therefore, from the insistence of 
parents and from the business world our commercial edu-
cation has taken a decided change for the better. The 
students too, played no small part in effecting this 
change; they were quick to see that the former type of 
education was not suited to the needs of the business 
community; their indirect protest helped to change the 
character of the curriculum. 
Commercial education is to-day on a more 
sound basis, utilitarian subjects are taught, attempts 
are made at proper guidance and placement of pupils, 
and more attention is given to the qualifications of 
• 
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conu.11ercial teachers. The entire field is progressing 
favorably and we may look forward to changes for the 
better from time to time . 
'He come now to the difficult problem of 
constructing the curricu lum of the commercial depart-
ment of the high school. In dealing with this question 
we must be mindful of the dangers of specialization as 
well as of the advanta.ges. It is pe rhaps well to keep 
i~ mind the fact that specialization in studies tends 
to restrict the future activities of pupils; when we 
hold that the aim of education is to prepare for life, 
we are bound to make an earnest attempt to reconcile 
these points. If we place more weight upon the needs 
of industry we are declaring that education exists only 
that industry may be assured of a supply of efficient 
workers. On the other hand unless we consider the 
industrial concU tions that are a part of the community , 
we are apt to fall into the error of providing educe.tion 
that is not suitable. 
The course should not be exclusively commercial 
nor· should other subjects be included that tend to crowd 
the curriculum so that the aim of the 1.'fork is relegated 
to a minor consideration. we must construct a course 
that not only answers the vocational view, but which in-
cludes those educational subjects that lead to an a ppre-
• 
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ciation of the finer things of life, and to the civic and 
moral welfare of the community. Education that does not 
effect these ideals is not in any sense complete. 
1Vi th the points ment i oned above we may '-"ell 
start by stating the aim of t he commercia l high school 
and of the cormnercial department of the general or cosmo-
politan high school . Many of the pure high schools of 
commerce give no attention Rt all to college entrance 
credits. In t he cosmopolitan high school an attemnt is 
made to meet these requirements . Pupils who enter the 
high schools of corrrrnerce, and who may continue in study 
will undoubtedly do so in . collegiate schools of c onm1erce 
and business administration. mhen this is so these high 
school credits are acceptable in these col l eges . There 
is a general tendency to- day to allow college entrance 
credits in commercial subjec ts . Attention is called to 
the mention of institutions recognizing for admission the 
technical commercial subjects. In a survey conducted by 
the United ::;tates Bureau of Education with four-hundred 
and eighty colleges and universities reporting, credits 
are accepted as follows: in bookkeeping , 275; stenography 
and typewriting, 273; merchandis i ng , ?8; and office 
prac tice, 59. 'rhis report includes some of the larger 
colleges a.nd universities of the country . (19) The aim 
of the course then should be to provide a sound preparation 
• 
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for business life. To accomplish this purpose the course 
must give instruction of two kinds; first, instruction 
in general high school subjects; second, instruction in 
high school grade in specific subject commerce. The first 
sort of instruction is intended to supnly the indispensable 
elements of general lmowledge or liberal culture. Ins true-
tion of this kind is nrovided in the general groups of 
studi0s pursued in high schools, except that of ancient 
languages. 
These general subjects are all to be t~ught 
with the constant 'riew of prenaring the pupil to use 
them in business life; thus English, modern languages, 
historv, etc., are made to serve as instruments for 
general culture and yet are taught with an eye to their 
special commercial application. In like manner all 
instruction in the school is made to serve the special 
vocational purpose for which the school exists. This 
purpose is further emphasized by centering the genei•al 
subjects about the second kind of instruction mentioned 
above, namely, snecific work in commerce. This special 
work and the speci a l bent given to the general sub jects 
' combine to bring out strongly the vocational character 
of the school. ( 20) The large high school of commerce 
has an unusual advantage from t he vocationa l point of 
view. Everv course offered, whethe r of those we generally 
• 
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consider commercial, or whether English , foreign language, 
mathematics, or science, may be franldy taught with the 
vocational aim in 'dew. (21) 
To the end that the pupil should not be held 
to a rigid program that will not permit a change for 
emergenc i es that ma;,r ar5.se, and 1'·rh ich me_y be desirable 
and advantageous, it is t:>Prl!ans well that he be not re-
quired to choose the particular fieJd of commerce in 
w}!:ich he may wish to concentr•ate until the end of the 
first or second year. These first years may serve to 
instruct in the general cultural sub jec ts in connection 
with some of the fundamentals of business that are 
indispensable regardless of the major field. The major 
fj_eld should be; the merchandizing, emphasizing buying 
and selling , the secretarial course, stressing 
stenography and t:rpewri ting, and the accounting or book-
keening course. These three courses cover the commerc i al 
I 
fA\ Cl.... J,.r"'- '1 
f ield a-s~---w-el-1--a-s .. --i-s desirable i:rill our modern high schools~ • 
-b-e-a--:p--j_-ng·---n r m±n&--tha:t P e are aiming to provide a sound 
foundation for business. It is not t he int ention to 
enter t he field of strict and intensive specialization. 
Such work should nroperly be !_eft to the colleges. 
Now that the three ma in fields have been men-
tioned, I shalJ discuss each as to content , and since 
this paper is tJo deal primarilv 1"1ith bookkeeping as the 
• 
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basis of cowoorcial training1 the greater portion of the 
remarks ,Nill be directed to that phase of the curriculum~ 
Bookkeeping may be defined as the process of re-
cording business and financ:ta.l transactions in e_npropriate 
books. 'rhe books thus kept become a diary of business 
events; they contain a .. comnlete history of the Progress 
of the business , and enable those interested to obtain, 
at sta ted intervals, information regarding its financial 
condition. (22) In any business regardless of its size 
or character, ~rivate or municipal, records of some kind, 
simple or comnlex must be kent. BookkeePing has under-
g one many changes in recent times ; business has developed 
rapidly, and naturally bookkeeping has been forced t o ad-
vance to meet the changes. Bookkeeping machines have been 
introduced and in not a few instances the bookkeeping has 
become a ma chine operat:i.on. 
These facts are stated merelv for the purpose 
of emnhasizing the fact that while bookkeeping is still 
the backbone of the commercial curriculum, it holds its 
p1ace by virtue of the fact that it affords the best 
nossible onnortunity for giving the pupil an all - round 
knm •ledge of business. It furnishes the ver·:v best mee_ns 
of teaching business - why and how it is carried on, and 
its cla.ss ifica tions into retail, whole sale, mAnufacturing, 
etc. It affords also a valuable means of emnhasizing the 
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all-important of character known as initiative. Through 
bookkeeping the studentJ can be taught the absolute 
necessity of a t tention to mi nor but vita] details; he can 
be made to feel what it means to assume responsibility, 
to execute orders , and t o work consistentl1r and patiently 
for a final result . (23) 
"re f ind of late years that many business men 
are enrolling in accounting courses for some of these 
reasons . 'T'hey h ave discovered that financial statements, 
schedules, and bus:lness renorts m0an ver-.:r l ittle to 
them because of a lack of the underlying nrinciples. ~his 
is g ood evidence of the value of bookkeepin g training as 
a basis for a _good undArstand i ng of business operations. 
It is obvious that these men have no intention of engaging 
themselves as bookkeeoers; they seek the knowledge for it s 
value in inter pret ing t he resul ts of busine ss as sho wn by 
the book rec ords . These facts a re vital in the conduct of 
a succes s fu l business and mus t be mas tered by tbose 'nho ex-
nect t,o forge ahead in modern i ndustry. Bus ine ss statements 
rr.r e sent a cross-section of the busine ss at a given in-
stant. (24) 
In a commercial course in high school we s re 
deal ine; with young men and young women who ~Mill upon 
graduat ion, and i.n some cases sooner, enter +he bus iness 
world . Most of these Persons are almo st ·certain to enter 
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business ·in a clerical capacity of some nature. This 
may be in the shipping department, the purchasing de-
partment, or in the general office. '·1/herever the en-
trance may be it i s almost equally certain that their 
first wor~ ~ill be concerned with business records of 
some kind . 
Those who maljor in merchandising will in most 
cases receive a sort of preliminary t r aining in the sales 
department before they are sent out to sell by t he firm. 
The pupils in the stenogrB nhic course must be familiar 
with the many business forms wh ich their work will bring 
then in contact with. The school must, if it is to be 
effective , assist in this •:crork . It should show him how 
his business is related t o other businesses, and how all 
business is related to society. It shou ld confer a breadth 
of view which alone can make possible sane, social judg-
ments. (25) The foundation must be laid for la.ter develop-
ment, t he fundamental princiol es of business mus t be learn-
-- - ~ 
ed before the oupils are ready for specialized worK: in any 
of the maj or courses. Under these c. ondi ti ons the '.'Iork of 
the first year at least should be devoted to uenmanship 
and business forrns. 
The work in business forms constitutes one of 
the most important links in the entire course. It is 
difficult to s t ate definitely the exact content of the course. 
3ome writers on the subject feel that only the simple forms 
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should be offered in the prelimi:nar~ work; others in-
sist. that the work should be inclusive and cover 
practically all the papers encountered. Frank v. Thomp-
son , late superintendent of schools, City of Bos ton, 
advocates the simnler forms, invoices , receipts, checks, 
notes, and simple orders. One of the common text-books 
used in the high schools has a verv comprehensive list 
of business forms to be taught this year. Among the 
forms are the ones mentioned above and these in addition: 
bills - of-lading, drafts all kinds, leases, mortgages , 
statements, bills-of -exchange, and trade acceptances~ (26) 
In many cases the teacher wi ll find it advisable 
to limit the number of forms taught to the experience of 
the pupils. The more difficult ones may be reserved un-
til the pupil has some knowledge that "Ifi ll assist him in 
grasPing the sign ificance of the work. However handled 
the work should be so presented as to link 1'1'ith the actual 
bookkeeping to follow later. In each form nresented the 
nurpose nrust be brought out so that the pupils will see 
tbe connect ion with t he next step. This work calls for 
considerable skill on the part of the teacher; the nupils 
have little or none of the pract ical exnerience that the 
teacher may have in the business world, practical business 
forms should be secured for purposes of i llustra.tion in 
the class. These may be obtained at business houses in the 
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community, or fr om the Chamber of Commerce .. 
The work in penmanship is easily correlated 
with tha t of business forms . Some schools use the first 
half-vear entirelv for practice in oenmanshio, and the 
later half-year for business forms and prac tice. Regard-
less of the plan Bdopted penmanship rna, be developed and 
drilled throughout the year. The close of the f i rst year 
in this work should provide the nece ssa.rv foundation for 
further study in bookkeeping oractice a s distinguished 
from business forms. By handling the work i n t his way a. 
tvro- fold purpose is ac complished; one complete unit of 
work has been presented, and for pupils who may not re-
turn for the second year a pre.ctica l start in life i s 
offered . Thi s scheme of handling the FOrk has the 
approval of many prominent educa.tors. (27) 
The work of the second vear in bookkeeping now 
takes on the ac t ual phase of record making and business 
study . This year really markes the beginning of book-
keeping. Practical work is comrnenced; instruction 
proceeds on the assumption that no urevious lmovdedge 
ha s been had . In this vear the ''ro:rk should i nclude in-
structi on up to and including t he so-called labor-saving 
devices. I am offering in a later section of this naoer 
a detailed course of study in bookkeeping for the second 
;rear work . 
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The "'Ork in related business subjects, mathe-
matics, cowaercial law , ~nglish, and modern languages , is 
handled as indicated nreviousl v , vri th specia l reference 
to their vocational value. 1Vherever possible the work 
should b e connected; bookkeeping, mathematics, and com-
mercial law in partinular may be so linked that problems 
handled in each subject will lead to the solution of 
similar problems in the other fie lds. 
The s tuden ts after hEt'!ing completed two \]'esrs 
of bookkeeping and general husiness study are sufficiently 
grounded to specialize in the following years. 'T'hey have 
a working l{n01.'rledr;e of· ace ounts, c ommerc j al law, and ma the-
matics that will be valuable to them in choosing a major 
field in the third year. 
mith the openj_ng of the third ~iear the students 
may elect the field in which they wish to concentrate: 
m8rchandis:tng, b ookkeeoing, or stenogra nhy.. From tlds 
point on the subjects that apply most directly to the major 
field nredominate the vrork. .A greater choice of electi~Je 
vv-or1 is allowed ; the more di f ficult subjects are oursued .. 
For the students in the fir•st t wo fields mentioned the 
study of econornics is felt to be highly desirable. Some 
of the present day pr i ncipals in secondarv education are 
of the opinion that economics cannot be taught success-
fully in the high school. T0e argument advanced is that 
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the pupils are i nunature and do not grasp the intricate 
nature of the subject. This objection does not seem well 
founded in vie ~ of the fact that colleges introduce the 
study of economics in the fresr..rnan yea1· • 
The secondary school furnishes the last chance 
to teach the subject of economics to any considerable 
number of young people . (28) The importance of economics 
and other social studies is almost a commonplace. Ec onomic 
questions are discussed in the office, on the street 
corner, and at the supper table. In business the value of 
the sub j ect is obvious. Economics is the science of 
wealth; the business man is concerned vitallv •'!i th economic 
nroblems . His success in business is l argely dependent 
upon his ability to handle his affairs in accordance with 
the fundamental laws of economic science. A survey con-
ducted by ,John Haynes, Ph. n., sho•.•rs t.ha t the subjec t is 
handle s successfully in many schools throu ghou t the 
United States. Among the larger school systems including 
the subject are Boston , Philadelphia , Buffalo , Chicago, 
Denver, Newark , and New Orleans . 'rbese schools report 
that the progress is satis factory . (29) 
The re is offered below a suggested list of 
topics to illustrate some of the pos s ible divisions of 
the subject . The problems are not considered of equal 
importance and the time spent upon t,hem must vary con-
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siderably. 
1. Human wants and their satisfaction 
2. European economic life before the Industrial 
Revolution 
3. Industrial Revolution 
4. ~conomic development in America 
5. Division of labor and large scale production 
6. Business organization and the corporation 
7. Modern finance 
8. Honey and its uses 
9. Banking and credit 
10. National currency 
a. Federal Reserve ~ystem 
11. Problems of taxation 
a. State, federal and local taxes 
12. Problems of transportation 
13. Monopolies 
14. Organization of labor and its demands 
15. Co- operative plan 
16. Child labor and women in industry 
17. Industrial ris~s 
18. Standards of living and budgets 
Topics may be selected from this list in such fashion as 
to give a fairly realistic and coherent picture of modern 
industrial life. (30) 
Just how far the study is to be carried is a 
qu est ion for individual schools. The present tendency is 
to offer t he course in the senior year of the high school. 
It anpears evident from the number of schools now teaching 
the subject that it has a definite place in secondary 
education. 
The bookkeeping content for this vear should 
advance to a consideration of nartieular types. Partner-
ships, corrnniss ion accounts, controlling accounts, subsidi-
ary ledgers involving customers , creditors , and elaborate 
division of profit and loss accounts should be included. 
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Tbe previous background is broad enough t o nermit t he 
present work t o nrogress r apidly . The pupils should 
now be capable of learning much for themselves; t hey 
shou ld reason many of their Problems ~ithout t he con-
stant supervision of the instructor . 
For the group concentrating in bookkeeping 
t he course in commercial law should relate itself to 
the bookkeeping content . The law of partnerships, of 
negotiable instruments, corporations, and bankruptcy 
may be t aught in t h is year. (31) 
Elective snb!jects offered in the last two 
years should be closely related to ·the major field. 
'rhese courses should be planned. so that the selection 
of any one in the list will serve to advance the edu-
cation of the student in his suecial field . ~here 
shoul d be sufficient class periods allowed in the major 
sub _iect t.o give adequate consideration to the problems .. 
It is commonly admitted. that ten periods per week of class 
instructions are necessarv to cover the outline in the 
advanced fir-:lds . The rr:ore intr icate and exact nature of 
the subject is treated in these years end extra class 
work is needed; additional outside assignments to pro-
vide practice and s kill should be included. 
In the closing year of the work the subjects 
taken up are those that complete the s pecial vocational 
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aim. For each group there are definite subjects centered 
around the major study. The general plan of the third 
year with respect to time allotment, etc., is applicable 
in this final wor~ • 
Before passing to the question of methods of 
instruction in bookkeeping, I shall record in detail the 
bookkeeping course to be covered in the four years of school 
work . In offering these details it is important to bear in 
mind that there are as many courses as there are schools. 
The general substance does not vary to any appreciable ex-
tent; the precise accounts, books, forms, and statements 
are often taken uo in many different ways. The order of 
procedure varies with the method of instruction employed. 
In the account method of approach the chronological order 
is reversed; and in the journal method the order varies 
slightly . 'rhe work of the first year in business forms may 
be handl8d in many we.vs; some teachers orefer to teach the 
simplest forms first and follow t,his work with those of a 
more difficult nature. Other teachers follow the actual 
business oract ice and teach in logi0al order. There are 
points of advantage in each method . It is sufficient to 
point out that these different views exist. 
BUSINESS FORMS IN FIRST Y'-~~AR BOOKKBEPING 
Invoices 
Bi lls 
Statements 
Promissory notes 
Orders 
Bills-of-lading 
Drafts Deposit slips 
Re ceipts Vouchers 
Checks Leases (32) 
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DETP, IL~D COURSE OF STUDY I N BO OKKE:EPPG: SECOND YEAR 
Ledger: 
Accounts 
Ca sh 
Accounts Receivable 
Accounts Pa~able 
Notes Re ceivable 
Notes Payab l e 
Merchandise 
Exnense 
Proprietorship 
The o1~ of the a ccount 
Rules of Debi t and Credit 
Journal 
Purpose 
Folio 
Explanation 
Date 
Amount 
Re lation to ledger 
Pos tJing 
Checking 
Trial 3alanc e 
Purpose 
Bal ances 
Tot als 
norking Shee t 
fur nose 
Columns 
Footin gs 
Inventory 
Purnose 
Schedu l es 
Ad justing ~ntries 
Simple 
Cl os :t.ng l;n t ires 
Purpose 
Nomina l Accmm ts 
Real Ace aunts 
Glassification of Accounts 
Assets 
Liab ilities 
~xpense and Income 
Statements 
Bal ance Sheet 
Profit and J_, os s 
Special .Tournal s 
Sales 
Purchases 
Merchandise Account 
Division 
8Bles 
Purchases 
Dis count 
Bxpense 
I ncome 
The pr esentat ion of 
t hese account s will var-v 
in aCCOrdance '.Vi th the me -
thod of instruction used . 
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DETAII.,ED COUW':)E OF STUDY IN BOOKK'[<-;EPING: THIED YEAR 
Review of nreYious work 
Practice sets 
Short sets 
Partnershin 
Admission 
Goodwill 
New Ac counts 
Capital 
Current 
Salai"'V 
Asset s 
Land 
Bu ildings 
Fixtures 
Investments 
Clos ing En t ries 
New methods of closing 
Trading 
Selling 
Sa l es 
Schedules 
Exnense 
Income 
Accounts 
Co:rrnnission Accounts 
Consignment s 
In- Account 
Out- Ac count 
Petty cash, and such others as become necessar-:'i.r 
tbe course of the nractice sets involved. 
in 
Depreciation 
filet hod 
Straight line 
ne serve Accounts 
'T'heory 
J\s set Reserves 
Tax Reserve 
Accrued Accounts 
rraxes 
Insurance 
"Prepaid Accounts 
Exnense Account 
Complete expansion 
Freight In 
Freight Out 
Advertising 
Rent 
Supplies 
Int erest and Discount 
Ad justing Bntries 
Fully developed 
Controlling accounts 
Columns 
J ournal 
Sales 
Purchases 
cash 
I.~edgers 
Customers 
Credi t ors 
The instru c tor may find it ad-
visable to varv this order and to 
add material to suit t he needs of 
his course. 
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DETAILED COURSE OF STlmY IN BOOKKEEPI NG: FOURTH YEAR 
Review of third year 
Emphasis on 
Consignments 
Connnission 
Voucher Regis ter 
T'.~anufacturing Problem 
Accounts 
Manu:racturing 
Expense 
Burden 
Raw J.Haterials 
Labor 
Goods in nrocess 
Finished Goods 
Cost of Sales 
Inventories 
T'1n intenance 
Elements of Cost 
Other accounts peculiar to manufactur i ng 
"Practice set in manufacturing 
"S:xpense ledger 
Schedules in manufacturing 
Corporate Organization 
Ac0ounts peculiar to 
Stock 
Comrnon 
Preferred 
Dividends 
Organization Expense 
Bond 
Bond 
Bond 
Bond 
Books pe culiar 
~Unute 
Subscriptions 
Interest 
Discount 
Premium 
to corporations 
Stoc~ Certificate 
Transfer Bool{ 
Stockholders ledger 
Bond Register 
Dividend Book 
Practice Se t in c or• nora tion ••rork 
Subsidiary records 
Manufacturing 
Corporations 
(33) 
This list of topics may, as in 
previous lists, be varied to allow 
for t he method of approach and steps 
employed. 
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The courses of study presented in this paper 
are not intended to be complete or rigid. In the 
various secondary schools throughout the country we fipd 
a number of popular text boo1cs. The supT,)lementarv work 
furnished with a given text is usually offered in the 
form of pract:tce sets; these sets are prepared by the 
au thors and they employ the accounts ne cessary to g ive 
effect to the problems included. For this reason it 
wa s desirable to indicate that changes in the content of 
the courses would occur. Instructors will re-arrange the 
wor k to conform to local conditions- In general it will 
be fou nd that the courses reflect the necessary material 
for any practice work encountered. The teacher will 
often find that, regardless of the text assigned for the 
course he must select certain portions and reject others 
to teach the work effectively. 
In the discussiou of methods it is perhaps the 
wise nolicy to offer a few observations preliminary to 
the main thought. Methods of instruction are of vital 
importance in any subject. The pupil s hould have a 
defini te objective set before ' him ; the preci se steps in 
the work should be made clear and he should be directed 
i n telligently. Efficiency and economy in instruction 
are facilitated by (1) radically adapting all instruction 
to contemporary social needs, (2) basing methods of in-
• 
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struction on sound p-sychological principles which have 
been determined, as far as possible, experimentally, and 
(3) anplying principles of scientific business management 
to the conduct of all teaching. (34) These factors 
should be kept clearlv in mind in the teaching of these 
subjects. 
The com:mercial department of our high school 
has suffered from poor instruction in the pas t. With 
the rise of commerc ial education it became necessary to 
engage as teachers many persons who were not entirely 
suited to the work. Often men without college training 
were the only teachers available. This situation could 
not be avoided until time was allowed for the proper 
training of new teachers. It is generally held to-day 
tha t t he properly equipped cormnercial teacher should 
have a college education, and a grounding in pedagogy. (35) 
These early defects i:m. the teaching staff have been very 
largelv removed. The present conunercial teacher is re-
quired to pre sent sat isfactory evidence of high-grade 
pre paration. 
c;re may now develop the methods of instruction 
in bookkeeping. There are three: the account method, 
the journal method, and the balance-sheet method. The 
first t wo mentioned do not differ in any material re-
spect . The account method has the account for its basis; 
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the journal method proceeds in chronological order from 
the journal through the other books of account . The de-
parture from the orthodox practice comes jn the balance-
sheet method. This approach in presenting the subjec t is 
quite the reverse of the usual method . There are champi.uns 
for each method. The relative merit of each type has re-
ceived the attention of educators in commercial work for 
some few years without lessening the debate. It is 
sufficient to say that all methods lead to the ain1 of the 
work. The net result regardless of the method employed 
is the same. 1"fe shall take up each method in detail start-
ing with the journal method. 
{ .-
The journal method uses the journal as t.he basis 
for development of the subject. The journal is introduced 
first because this book is the one in vrhich al l business 
transactions originate. It carries with it logical sequence 
in presenting the vvork to t he pupils . The transaction is 
first entered in the journal in actual practice; therefore, 
under thjs method the teaching should follow th is step. The 
principles underlying all exchanges of value are developed 
prior to the actual entry; the effect of the transaction 
on the o1mership o.f the business, and the determination of 
debi t and credit is made before the entry is recor·ded. 
Thes e steps are taken inductively, the work pro-
ceding from the known to the unknown to form the general 
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rule applicable t o the transaction. '1'hen t~his noint bas 
• - ~ J. 
been drilled sufficiently to clinch the work the student 
is directed to make the entry in the journal. The actual 
journal entry is strictly a matter of form, showing the 
details of the exchange of value. The pupil is taught 
the necessity of brevity in the work; of conserving space 
in the journal without sacrifice in detail. In handling 
a given transaction he is shown that certain information 
is indispensible to the company records. All transactions 
may be r ecorded in such manner that this information is 
readily show·n in the accounting books. The reason for 
handling the receiving and giving of values in the manner 
orovided for in the journal is developed to expose the 
double entry feature of the work. The tbing received bas 
its place and the thing given bas its place. The origin 
of the journal may be employed by the teacher showing its 
gradual development from a day book of events to it s pre-
sent use in accounting systems. 
When the needed amount of work bas been offered 
to the pupils it may be shown that the journal does not 
afford the opportunity to classify transactions. If one 
customer has purchased merchandise twenty tirnes in a 
month we are forced to analize the journal records to 
determine the exact amount of his indebtedness to the · 
business . This method is not practical in modern busi-
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ness; therefore , some method of ascertaining these facts 
must be devised. . The pupil is then led to see the 
desii•ability of an addit1onal book :in which accounts with 
pers ons and things may be grouped under appropriate head-
ings. A few illustrations in thi s work of the account 
will revea l the relation of one book to the other. The 
theorv of debit and credit learned for journal entr:es 
is transferred to illustrate the same principle in the 
ledger ace ount. 
This step links the two books of accounting/--
~be book of original entry with the book of fina l entry. 
From this point forward practice sets involving simple 
accounts are used to drill the pupils in mastering t he 
fundamental principles . The work is necessarilly elementa-
ry in character at the - beginning t o allow time for assimi-
lation of the basic elements of the work . After the ledger 
work is well in hand the various steps in statement and 
schedu le making are developed from the knowledge of 
accounts. ~ach step in this method is in logical order, 
starting v'li th the journal and ending at the financial state-
ments . The work is presented to the pupils in the order 
that business concerns handle actual sales and purchases of 
merchandise . 
The a.cc aunt method of approach which is more 
widely used in secondary schools will be discussed now. 
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This method uses the account as t he basis for the 
development of the pr i nciples of bookkeeping . The 
account is ts.ught fir st because business t ransactions 
affect accounts . A knowledge, therefore, of the under-
lying princ i ples of accounts i s essential. If t he 
student understands the meaning and r esult s of ac c ounts it 
is an easy matter to explain why it i s advisable t o make a 
record of transact ions of the same 1dnd in one book and 
ti~ansfer the total or result t o a ledger ac e ount . ( 36) 
This method as stated ao ove is concerned ~i th 
the account. The s t udent may not be familiar 'Nith the 
way in which business houses record transactions. He 
is usually familiar with the receiving and paying out of 
money in his possession . ~e use this ~nowledge as a basis 
for introducing him to the a.c coun t.. A fe w simpl e il1us-
trat ions are r ecorded in a way very similar t o the method 
universally u sed by the experienced bookkeeper in record-
ing amounts of cash paid and received. 
Illustra tive E~ercise 
January 1 - Amount of money on hand , ~31.10 
2 - Received from father, ~5 . 00 
3 - Paid ?~ 1 . for ca1J; ~ . 25 for ca..r t ickets 
4 - Pa i d "3 .25 f or ad.miss ion to a ball gAme 
5 - Paid ~4 . for a nair of s~oes 
6 - Counted my money and found I had ~ .60 
I f t he student we re r equested t o record the 
above trans action in such a way tha t he could dete r mine 
the a.mount of money received and paid out , vfe would 
probab l y find a record somewhat like t he follow i ng illus-
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tration: 
Received 
Money on hand 
Father 
1 10 
5 00 
-40 -
CASH 
Paid Out 
Cap 1 00 
Car tickets 25 
Basketball game 25 
Shoes 4 00 
Such a two- column record, whi.ch the student 
would make for t-he amounts of cas:h received and paid 
out, under the title of -':"!ash is known in bookkeeping as 
an 11 account . 11 Such simple illustrations aid the pupil 
in understanding the underlying principles of accounts. 
It naturally follows that ~he bookkeeper's 
method of recording the same transactions should be 
i llustrated. The student readibr observes that the 
bookkeeper in malring his records for the amounts of 
money received and paid out arranges the items in a 
way similar to that used by the student but he uses 
paper specially ruled to show the dates, amounts , and 
character of the various transactions as shown in the 
following illustration. 
CASH 
1 92- 192-
Jan. 1 Monev ,, on hand 1 10 Jan. 3 Cap 1 00 
2 Father 5 00 3 Tickets 25 
4 Ball game 25 
( 37) 5 Shoes 4 00 
. A number of simple exercises Slmilar to the 
ab ove illustration may be used to relate the experience 
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of the pupil to business tra.nsactions recorded in a me-
thodical fashion. ~he first work is d one with the cash 
account~ later steps are t aken to apply the S8me methods 
to merchandise and asset accounts • 
The rules of debit and credit are developed 
at t his time. A debit is associated ~i th the thing re-
ceived and a credit with the thing given. The pupils 
will see dual nature of the account; a record whtch ac-
counts for each side of the transaction. The work of in-
traducing sales and purchases on account may be handled 
after the students have a tta:.t.ned some degree of s'kill in 
determining the steps pursued in the strict cash transac-
ti on. In the ~1\Tork centering around the journal the pupi1 
is led to see that the account provides only an abstract 
record of the transaction . There is no opportunity to 
exnress the terms of sale, the various ldnds of merchandise 
nurchased, etc. The need for a further book in which these 
fRets may be recorded is illustra ted. 
'T'he details of posting from the journal to the 
Vv'lf..-ledger ~ now shown, and the relation of each book to the 
other in providing a complete and linking record are thus 
added to the pup:i.l s knowledge. All further steos in the 
teaching are in the manner described for the journal me-
thod. 'L'he trial bala.nce, its purpose and uses, balancing 
of accounts , etc., leading to the preparation of statements 
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may ~e t aught from th i s point. 
The instructor 1.vill find it pro f itab l e to em-
ploy at least one long se t for practice work under this 
method of instruction. There is no significant difference 
be t ween this aopr oach and the journal method, consequently 
similar material may be used throughout the work . The 
point in dispute is the or i ginal presentation to the pupil. 
Some au thorities holding for one method, nnd others for 
the second approach . 
The t hird and fina l method of instruction in 
book"keeping is knovm as the bal s nc e sheet apnroach. This 
method has large applica+ion in college s and universities, 
and i n a number of high schools . The ch ief obj ection to 
this me thod for high school work is that it is the most 
difficult of t he three . The pupils do not alwav s under-
s t and the work as readil~r as is the case under t he t >vo me-
thods nreviouslv refer red to . 
As indicated hv t he name the balance sheet method 
of instruct ion is concerned primarily with the balance 
sheet · as n. vehicle for developing the 1."'0rk. Through the 
use of the equation of the bal8.nce sheet, bookkeeping can 
be tied up at on ce with the mathematical principles with 
wh ich the pupil is already familiar . The tlo .. ree elements 
of the equation - assets, liabilit ies, and proprietorship -
should usua lly be t aught first · in terms of the personal 
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possessions and debts of the student. Once the idea of 
the terms of the equation is pr:;rceived, it is comparatively 
a simple ma tter· to expand each of the three terms into 
several titles most frequentbr used in bus:!.ness. (38) 
3ach step in the instruction is related to the 
statements of business, the halance sheet and profit and 
loss statement. Under the account method the student 
handles his work from the standpoint of the account. In 
this meth od he relates all his work with the balance sheet 
first and nrocedes to segregate the transactions in the 
various accounts later. To ill us tra te tJ.1e exact method 
follov1ed the form. belov will serve the Purpose: 
Assets 
--------
Cash 
Furniture 
Me rchandise 
'1~500 
200 
100 
BOO 
--Liabilities 
---
Doe & Co. ~~2 00 
Rand Go. 100 
$500 
A few simple transactions wil l show the net 
results on the proprietorship. After conducting his busi-
ness for a few days, the owner finds that he has sold his 
merchandise for ~300 , has paid Rand Co. , ::~100, and has 
purchased addi tional furniture for ~· 100. The new results 
are shown bv adding or substracting these figures from 
the above statement. ~he nev statement is shown below: 
Assets 
Cash 
Furniture 
~~600 
300 
~ 
Doe & Co . 
0 '700 
• 
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~he new balance sheet gives effect to the new 
conditions of Droprietorshin. 'T'he profit of ~200 on a 
sale of merchandise is shown in th~ DroprietorsbiD of 
the '!Jus ine" s. rTihe as set furni t ure is increased to ~~300 • 
-~ach change in the assets or li ab ili tios of the business 
is s hmm in this way. LS the tra11sa ctions increa8c t he 
i dea of elabol"a.ting t he form b";r intra ucins s-::parate 
bal anc e sheets is brought to the pupil's attention. Cash , 
aceount s receivable , ac~ounts payable, furniture, etc. , 
are thus expHnded in the '.vork .. 
The new accounts, '.•rhich are at first referred 
to as bah-mce sh-'::ets , are grm: ped in the ledr,e r in the 
manner described under t_e account method of instruction . 
The journa_ in this work i s talcen U? and e.ll entries in 
it are taught from the b alance sheet equation princi'Ole. 
Every transact5.on is devel oped fr om the e_ngle of its re-
su1t on proprietorship. 'llhe eque_tion, assets liabilities , 
-- proprietorship is the cardina l thought. in this instruction. 
It is obirious that th is method reverses the 
procedure followed undt?r the jou.rnal or the account method 
of instruction. Balance sheets are t aught first in this 
nor1{ a nd last in the others. There :is litt.le doubt that 
tJ:;i s method cal l s for 8. higher degree of teaching skill 
than is necessarv in either the account or j ournal anproach .. 
This fact may accoun t for the a:~rersion to its use in high 
• 
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school work. It is also equa.lly obv ious that the method 
is somewhat more cUfficul t for pupils to grasp. 'T'here are 
many instructors who fe e l that high school pupils are not 
mature enough for this type of instruction • 
This paper is not concerned with the question 
of the best method. 'I'here are many eminent authorities 
for all t.hree. It is enough to describe each in detail. 
Since a ll methods give the same resul t it is a fair state-
ment to say t,hat the teacher will usually be mos t success-
ful by employing that method in vvbich he is ppofficient 
and in v-rb ich he has the greatest confidence. 
SUMMARY 
1\fe have traced in this paper the earlv develop-
ment of cormnercial education in American high schools. 
The advance has been slow and conservative; early attempts 
have grown to the present day fully equinoed high schools 
of comrnerce found in aut large industrial centers. 
This rise has been occasioned by the combined 
orotests of students, parents, and business interests for 
a type of commercial education more nearly suited the 
changed social a.nd economic needs of t he conununity. The 
nractical needs were given attention equal to the cultural 
needs~ 
In the work of constructing the correct type of 
curriculum for corrli'nercial departments in cosmonolitan high 
• 
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schools, and in the high school of conunerce , educators 
have had the problem of reconciling vocational and cultural 
objectives. This piece of work has been done admirably. 
The curriculum h a s been so arranged that oractical needs 
have been combined ,"vith social and c ivic requirements. 
The course as outlined in this uaoer it not in sny sense 
intended to be a uniform urogram. There is no such thing 
as a uniform prograr:1 of commercial education applicable 
to all sections of the country. The particular needs 
will varv in different sections. 
The subjects entering into t he conunercial field 
have been examined with emphasis on bookkeeping 8.s the 
backbone of the husiness course. Eookkeeping nrovides 
the most economical and efficient means of teaching the 
fundamentals of business education. 
The vaPious methods of instruction employed 
i n teachi ng bookkeeping have been compared; let us be 
informed again that the meth ocl emoloyed is not 8.s im-
portant as the result attained. 'The object is +.o teach 
the pupil to reason problems , and to broaden his vision. 
I t is advisable to emoloy t.he simplest method for the 
instruction of high school pupils. The minds of these 
students are not vet mature and comulicated facts must 
• . be presented in a clear fashion for their comprehension . 
'lfhen the teacher accents the soundness of these 
• 
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principles the work in comllercial will progress most 
favorably • 
• 
• 
( 1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
(6) 
('7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
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